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Taking, therefore, the words of Christ and of the Apostle [Paul] as the strict rule, should not one say that the Church of 
today is rather inclined more to coddling than to severity? It so happens that the accusation of oppressive rigidity made 
against the Church by the ‘new morality,’ in reality, attacks, in the first place, the adorable Person of Christ Himself. 

 

- Pius XII (Link)  

http://www.stdominicsstore.com/
http://rorate-caeli.blogspot.com/2017/05/pius-xiis-condemnation-of-situation.html#sthash.Mg4udFAS.dpuf
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Most of us have an intuitive understanding of Ad-
vent, based on experience, but what do the Church's 
official documents actually say about Advent?  Here 
are some of the basic questions and (official!) an-
swers about Advent. Some of the answers are sur-
prising! 

 

1. What Is the Purpose of Advent? 

Advent is a season on the Church's liturgical calen-
dar--specifically, it is as season on the calendar of 
the Latin Church, which is the largest Church in 
communion with the pope. 

Other Catholic Churches--as well as many non-
Catholic churches--have their own celebration of Ad-
vent. 

According to the General Norms for the Liturgical 
Year and the Calendar: 

Advent has a twofold character: 

as a season to prepare for Christmas when 
Christ's first coming to us is remembered; 

as a season when that remembrance directs the 
mind and heart to await Christ's Second Com-
ing at the end of time. 

Advent is thus a period for devout and joyful 
expectation [Norms 39]. 

We tend to think of Advent only as the season in 
which we prepare for Christmas, or the First Coming 
of Christ, but as the General Norms point out, it is 
important that we also remember it as a celebration 
in which we look forward to the Second Coming of 
Christ. 

Properly speaking, Advent is a season that brings to 
mind the Two Comings of Christ.   

 

2. What Liturgical Colors Are Used in Advent? 

Particular days and certain types of celebrations can 
have their own colors (e.g., red for martyrs, black or 
white at funerals), but the normal color for Advent is 
violet. The General Instruction of the Roman Missal 
provides: 

The color violet or purple is used in Advent and Lent. 
It may also be worn in Offices and Masses for the 
Dead [346d]. 

In many places, there is a notable exception for the 
Third Sunday of Advent, known as Gaudete Sunday: 

The color rose may be used, where it is the practice, 
on Gaudete Sunday (Third Sunday of Advent) and 
on Laetare Sunday (Fourth Sunday of Lent) [GIRM 
346f]. 

 

3. Is Advent a Penitential Season? 

We often think of Advent as a penitential season be-
cause the liturgical color for Advent is violet, like the 
color of Lent, which is a penitential season. Howev-
er, in reality, Advent is not a penitential season. Sur-
prise! According to the Code of Canon Law: 

Can.  1250 The penitential days and times in the 
universal Church are every Friday of the whole year 
and the season of Lent. 

Although local authorities can establish additional 
penitential days, this is a complete listing of the peni-
tential days and times of the Latin Church as a 
whole, and Advent is not one of them. 

 

4. When Does Advent Begin and End? 

According to the General Norms: 

Advent begins with evening prayer I of the Sunday 
falling on or closest to 30 November and ends be-
fore evening prayer I of Christmas [Norms 40]. 

The Sunday on or closest to November 30 can 
range between November 27 and December 3, de-
pending on the year. 

In the case of a Sunday, Evening Prayer I is said on 
the evening of the preceding day (Saturday). Ac-
cording to the General Instruction of the Liturgy of 
the Hours: 

96. Evening prayer, celebrated immediately before 
Mass, is joined to it in the same way as morning 
prayer. Evening prayer I of solemnities, Sundays, or 
feasts of the Lord falling on Sundays may not be cel-
ebrated until after Mass of the preceding day or Sat-
urday.  

This means that Advent begins on the evening of a 
Saturday falling between November 26 and Decem-
ber 2 (inclusive), and it ends on the evening of De-
cember 24th, which holds Evening Prayer I of Christ-
mas (December 25th). 

 

10 Things You Need to Know About Advent 
Jimmy Akin 

 

http://www.ewtn.com/library/CURIA/CDWLITYR.HTM
http://www.ewtn.com/library/CURIA/CDWLITYR.HTM
http://www.ewtn.com/library/curia/cdwgilh.htm
http://www.ewtn.com/library/curia/cdwgilh.htm
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5. What Is the Role of Sundays in Advent? 

There are four Sundays of Advent. The General 
Norms state: 

The Sundays of this season are named the First, 
Second, Third, and Fourth Sundays of Advent 
[Norms 41]. 

We have already mentioned that the Third Sunday 
of Advent has a special name--Gaudete Sunday. 
Gaudete is the Latin word for "Rejoice," which is the 
first word of the introit of the Mass for this day. 

The Church ascribes particular importance to these 
Sundays, and they take precedence over other litur-
gical celebrations. Thus the General Norms state: 

Because of its special importance, the Sunday cele-
bration gives way only to solemnities or feasts of the 
Lord. The Sundays of the seasons of Advent, Lent, 
and Easter, however, take precedence over all so-
lemnities and feasts of the Lord. Solemnities occur-
ring on these Sundays are observed on the Satur-
days preceding [Norms 5]. 

You also cannot celebrate Funeral Masses on the 
Sundays of Advent: 

Among the Masses for the Dead, the Funeral Mass 
holds first place. It may be celebrated on any day 
except for Solemnities that are Holydays of Obliga-
tion, Thursday of Holy Week, the Paschal Triduum, 
and the Sundays of Advent, Lent, and Easter, with 
due regard also for all the other requirements of the 
norm of the law [GIRM 380]. 

 

6. What Happens on Weekdays in Advent? 

It is especially recommended that homilies be given 
on the weekdays of Advent. The General Instruction 
of the Roman Missal (GIRM) states: 

On Sundays and Holydays of Obligation there is to 
be a Homily at every Mass that is celebrated with 
the people attending and it may not be omitted with-
out a grave reason. On other days it is recommend-
ed, especially on the weekdays of Advent, Lent and 
Easter Time, as well as on other festive days and 
occasions when the people come to church in great-
er numbers [GIRM 66].  

The General Norms also point out a special role for 
the weekdays of the week preceding Christmas: 

The weekdays from 17 December to 24 December 
inclusive serve to prepare more directly for the 
Lord's birth [Norms 41]. 

This special role is illustrated, for example, by the 
Scripture readings used in the liturgy on these days. 

 

7. How Are Churches Decorated During Advent? 

The General Instruction of the Roman Missal notes: 

During Advent the floral decoration of the altar 
should be marked by a moderation suited to the 
character of this time of year, without expressing in 
anticipation the full joy of the Nativity of the Lord. 
During Lent it is forbidden for the altar to be decorat-
ed with flowers. Exceptions, however, are Laetare 
Sunday (Fourth Sunday of Lent), Solemnities, and 
Feasts [GIRM 305]. 

  

8. How Is Music Performed During Advent? 

The General Instruction of the Roman Missal notes: 

In Advent the use of the organ and other musical 
instruments should be marked by a moderation suit-
ed to the character of this time of year, without ex-
pressing in anticipation the full joy of the Nativity of 
the Lord. In Lent the playing of the organ and musi-
cal instruments is allowed only in order to support 
the singing. Exceptions, however, are Laetare Sun-
day (Fourth Sunday of Lent), Solemnities, and 
Feasts [GIRM 313]. 

 

9. Is the Gloria Said or Sung During Advent? 

Neither. The General Instruction of the Roman Mis-
sal provides: 

[The Gloria or "Glory to God in the highest"] is sung 
or said on Sundays outside Advent and Lent, and 
also on Solemnities and Feasts, and at particular 
celebrations of a more solemn character [GIRM 53]. 

 

10. What Private Devotions Can We Use to Grow 

Closer to God During Advent? 

There are a variety of private devotions that the 
Church has recognized for use during Advent. The 
most famous is the Advent Wreath. You can read 
about these devotions in the Directory on Popular 
Piety and the Liturgy (starting at no. 96). 
 

National Catholic Register (Link) 

Advent 
(Continued from previous page) 

http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/ccdds/documents/rc_con_ccdds_doc_20020513_vers-direttorio_en.html
http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/ccdds/documents/rc_con_ccdds_doc_20020513_vers-direttorio_en.html
http://www.ncregister.com/blog/jimmy-akin/10-things-you-need-to-know-about-advent1
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In the third part of his Summa Theologica, St. Thom-
as Aquinas catalogues 10 reasons or effects for the 
Incarnation of God — and supports each one with a 
quote from St. Augustine. The first five effects deal 
with drawing mankind into the Goodness of God, 
and the second five deal with humanity’s withdrawal 
from evil. 

1. Faith: Certitude in the Living God 

God takes on human flesh to grant humanity a great-
er assurance that it is truly “God Himself Who 
Speaks” to his people. As St. Augustine comments, 
“In order that man might journey more trustfully to-
ward the truth, the Truth itself, the Son of God, hav-
ing assumed human nature, established and found-
ed faith.” 

2. Hope: A Strengthening 

The Incarnation is the apogee of hope. The Son of 
God comes Incarnate to fulfill the hope of the People 
of Israel — and preaches the New Testament hope 
of the Kingdom of God. Again, St. Thomas turns to 
the wisdom of St. Augustine: “Nothing was so neces-
sary for raising our hope as to show us how deeply 
God loved us. And what could afford us a stronger 
proof of this than that the Son of God should become 
a partner with us of human nature?” 

3. Charity: The Great Kindling 

Charity, the mother of all virtue, is “greatly enkindled” 
in mankind by the Incarnation of God. St. Augustine 
comments, “What greater cause is there of the 
Lord’s coming than to show God’s love for us?” and 
“If we have been slow to love, at least let us hasten 
to love in return.” 

4. The Exemplar: The Life of Right-Doing 

St. Augustine avers, “Not man, who can be seen, 
should be followed, but God, who cannot be seen. 
So then, that we might be shown one who would be 
both seen and followed, God became man.” 

5. Theosis: Full Participation in Divinity 

In a famous sermon, St. Augustine declared, “God 
was made man, that man might be made God.” Ac-
cording to St. Thomas Aquinas, the Incarnation 
opened up a “full participation of the Divinity, which 
is the true bliss of man and end of human life.” 

6. United to Christ: The Bodiless Evil Spirits 

In taking up human nature in the Incarnation, Christ 
revealed to all men that they were united to God and 
should not praise the bodiless “author of sin.” St. Au-

gustine states, “When human nature is so joined to 
God as to become one with him in person, these 
proud and evil spirits no longer sate to vaunt them-
selves over man because they are without flesh.” 

7. Dignity of Humanity: To Shun Sin 

The Incarnation “taught how great is man’s dignity” 
that Christ would take up human form, and therefore 
“we should [not] sully it with sin.” In a sermon on the 
Nativity, Pope Leo preached, “Learn, O Christian, 
thy worth; and being made a partner of the Divine 
Nature, refuse to return to evil deeds to your former 
worthlessness.” In a similar train of thought, St. Au-
gustine states, “God has proved to us how high a 
place human nature holds amongst creatures, inas-
much as he appeared to men as a true man.” 

8. Human Presumption: Unmerited Grace 

“In order to do away with man’s presumption,” says 
St. Augustine, “the grace of God is commended in 
Jesus Christ, though no merits of ours went before.” 
In fact, we have earned hell, yet, in return, he has 
offered us heaven. 

9. Human Pride: The Humility of God 

Intimately tied to the removal of man’s presumption, 
the undercutting of human pride by the Incarnation 
paved the way for man’s understanding of his need 
for a savior. As Augustine says, “Man’s pride, which 
is the greatest stumbling block to our clinging to 
God, can be convinced and cured by humility so 
great.” 

10. The Thralldom of Sin: Divine Rescue 

St. Thomas says the Incarnation was “to free man 
from the thralldom of sin,” and St. Augustine agrees 
in saying the Incarnation “ought to be done in such a 
way that the devil should be overcome by the justice 
of the man Jesus Christ.” The way this was done 
was through Christ’s satisfaction on the cross. Man 
owed the sin debt, but only God could pay it; thus, 
the Savior of mankind had to be both God and man 
— the Incarnate Jesus Christ. 

The Incarnation of Christ is a pillar and central mys-
tery of the Catholic faith. As Advent rolls on and 
Christmas approaches, let us slow our pace and 
take time to meditate on the Incarnation. Only then 
will we be blessed to see how the humble and ten-
der child in a manger is going to pull us away from 
evil — and further draw us into the Good. 

National Catholic Register (Link)  

 

An Augustine Christmas: 10 Comments on the Incarnation of Christ 
Dan Burke 

http://www.ncregister.com/blog/dan-burke/an-augustine-christmas-10-comments-on-the-incarnation-of-christ
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Resisting Jesus  
Joe Sobran   

To many, he was a threat. He still is. We honor him 

more by acknowledging his explosive presence than 

by making him a mere symbol of nice manners. At 

every step of his ministry, he made enemies and 

brought his crucifixion closer. People weren't cruci-

fied for being nice.  

 

Some people think you can take Christ's "teachings" 

and ignore his miracles as if they were fables. But 

this is to confuse the Sermon on the Mount with the 

Democratic Party platform. Chief among his teach-

ings was his claim to be God's son: "I and the Father 

are one." "Nobody comes to the Father except 

through me."  

 

His teachings are inseparable from his miracles; in 

fact, his teachings themselves are miraculous. No-

body had ever made such claims before, enraging 

pious Pharisees and baffling his pious disciples at 

the same time. After feeding thousands with the mi-

raculous loaves and fishes, he announced that he 

himself was "the bread of life." Unless you ate his 

flesh and drank his blood, he warned, you have no 

life in you.  

 

This amazing teaching was too much. It cost him 

many of his disciples on the spot. He didn't try to co-

ax them back by explaining that he was only speak-

ing figuratively, because he wasn't. He was foretell-

ing the Last Supper.  

 

At virtually every step of his ministry, Christ accom-

panied his words with miracles. And the remarkable 

thing is that his enemies disputed the words rather 

than the miracles. Of the wonders he performed, 

there was no doubt; they attracted, and were wit-

nessed by, large crowds. It was their meaning that 

was controversial.  

 

The blind saw, the deaf heard, cripples walked, lep-

ers were healed. Where did he get the power to do 

these things? From God or the devil? He used them 

to certify his power to forgive sins, the claim his crit-

ics -- enemies, rather -- first found outrageous.  

 

As always in our time, Christmas is provoking dis-

sent from people who don't want Christian symbols 

on public property or Christmas carols sung in public 

schools. 

  

Many Christians find this annoying and churlish. 

Some even feel that Christianity is being persecuted.  

 

The columnist Michelle Malkin writes, "We are under 

attack by Secularist Grinches Gone Wild." Pat Bu-

chanan goes so far as to speak of "hate crimes" 

against Christians.  

 

I disagree. In some parts of the world, from Sudan to 

China, Christians really are being persecuted, even 

murdered. But what is going on in America's symbol-

ic opposition to Christianity is something different.  

 

Sometimes I think the anti-Christian forces take 

Christ more seriously than most nominal Christians 

do. The Western world, including many of those who 

consider themselves Christians, has turned Christ-

mas into a bland holiday of mere niceness. If you 

don't get into the spirit, you're likely to be called a 

Scrooge.  

 

The natural reaction to Christ is to reject him. He 

said so. In fact, when he was taken to the Temple as 

an infant, St. Simeon prophesied that he would be a 

center of contention. Later he predicted his own 

death and told his followers they must expect perse-

cution too.  

 

His bitterest enemies weren't atheists; they were the 

most religious men of his age, the Pharisees, who 

considered his claims blasphemous -- as, by their 

lights, they were.  

 

Nice? That's hardly the word for Jesus. He per-

formed miracles of love and mercy, but he also 

warned of eternal damnation, attacked and insulted 

the Pharisees, and could rebuke even people who 

adored him in words that can only make us cringe.  

 

(Continued on next page) 
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Resisting Jesus 
(Continued from previous page) 

Copyright © 2017 by the Fitzgerald Griffin Founda-

tion. All rights reserved. "Resisting Jesus" by Joe 

Sobran was published originally by Griffin Internet 

Syndicate on December 23, 2004.  

 

This article is contained in the Sobran anthology  

Subtracting Christianity: Essays on American Cul-

ture and Society, and is available to be shipped to 

you in time for Christmas -- if you order by Tuesday, 

December 19. 

 

Help the Fitzgerald Griffin Foundation in its mission 

to promote and preserve the Joe Sobran legacy. Or-

der a copy of Subtracting Christianity or mail your 

check to 

 

Fitzgerald Griffin Foundation 

344 Maple Avenue West, #281 

Vienna, VA 22180 

Call 1-877-726-0058 to order or donate by phone.  

 

His claims still reverberate. The Gospels attest the 

total coherence of his mission, the perfect harmony 

between his words and his deeds, even the careful 

order of his progressive self-disclosure. His modern 

enemies, many of them professed Christians, don't 

try to disprove the miracles; they simply assume he 

never performed them. And now some of them as-

sume he never spoke many of the words the Gos-

pels record him as saying.  

 

This skeptical attack floors me. The poet Tennyson 

remarked that Christ's greatest miracle was his per-

sonality. Could anyone else -- the four simple au-

thors of the Gospels, for example -- have made him 

up, and put such resonant words in his mouth? 

"Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will 

not pass away." That's another claim that seems to 

be holding up pretty well.  

  

Such a strong, indeed unique, personality could only 

meet strong -- and unique -- resistance. This is why 

Christians shouldn't resent the natural resistance of 

those who refuse to celebrate his birth. In their way, 

those people are his witnesses too.    

  

http://fgfbooks.com/Books/Subtracting%20Christianity.html
http://fgfbooks.com/Books/Subtracting%20Christianity.html
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There is great confusion today when we talk about 
Luther, and it needs to be said clearly that from the 
point of view of dogmatic theology, from the point of 
view of the doctrine of the Church, it wasn’t a reform 
at all but rather a revolution, that is, a total change of 
the foundations of the Catholic Faith. 
 
It is not realistic to argue that [Luther’s] intention was 
only to fight against abuses of indulgences or the 
sins of the Renaissance Church. Abuses and evil 
actions have always existed in the Church, not only 
during the Renaissance, and they still exist today. 
We are the holy Church because of the God’s grace 
and the Sacraments, but all the men of the Church 
are sinners, they all need forgiveness, contrition, 
and repentance. 
 
This distinction is very important. And in the book 
written by Luther in 1520, “De captivitate Babylonica 
ecclesiae,” it is absolutely clear that Luther has left 
behind all of the principles of the Catholic Faith, Sa-
cred Scripture, the Apostolic Tradition, the magisteri-
um of the Pope and the Councils, and of the episco-
pate. In this sense, he upended the concept of the 
homogeneous development of Christian doctrine as 
explained in the Middle Ages, even denying that a 
sacrament is an efficacious sign of the grace con-
tained therein. He replaced this objective efficacy of 
the sacraments with a subjective faith. Here, Luther 
abolished five sacraments, and he also denied the 
Eucharist: the sacrificial character of the sacrament 
of the Eucharist, and the real conversion of the sub-
stance of bread and wine into the substance of the 

Body and Blood of Jesus Christ. Furthermore, he 
called the sacrament of episcopal ordination, the 
sacrament of Orders, an invention of the Pope — 
whom he called the Antichrist — and not part of the 
Church of Jesus Christ. Instead, we say that the 
sacramental hierarchy, in communion with the suc-
cessor of Peter, is an essential element of the Cath-
olic Church, and not only a principle of a human or-
ganization. 
 
That is why we cannot accept Luther’s reform being 
called a reform of the Church in a Catholic sense. 
Catholic reform is a renewal of faith lived in grace, in 
the renewal of customs, of ethics, a spiritual and 
moral renewal of Christians; not a new foundation, 
not a new Church. 
 
It is therefore unacceptable to assert that Luther’s 
reform “was an event of the Holy Spirit.” On the con-
trary, it was against the Holy Spirit. Because the Ho-
ly Spirit helps the Church to maintain her continuity 
through the Church’s magisterium, above all in the 
service of the Petrine ministry: on Peter has Jesus 
founded His Church (Mt 16:18), which is “the Church 
of the living God, the pillar and bulwark of the 
truth” (1 Tim 3:15). The Holy Spirit does not contra-
dict Himself. 
 
We hear so many voices speaking too enthusiasti-
cally about Luther, not knowing exactly his theology, 
his polemics and the disastrous effect of this move-
ment which destroyed the unity of millions of Chris-
tians with the Catholic Church. We can evaluate 
positively his good will, the lucid explanation of the 
shared mysteries of faith but not his statements 
against the Catholic Faith, especially with regard to 
the sacraments and hierarchical-apostolic structure 
of the Church. 
 
Nor is it correct to assert that Luther initially had 
good intentions, meaning by this that it was the rigid 
attitude of the Church that pushed him down the 
wrong road. This is not true: Luther was intent on 
fighting against the selling of indulgences, but the 
goal was not indulgences as such, but as an ele-
ment of the Sacrament of Penance. 
 
Nor is it true that the Church refused to dialogue: 
Luther first had a dispute with John Eck; then the 
Pope sent Cardinal Gaetano as a liaison to talk to 
him. We can discuss the methods, but when it 

LUTHER? NOT A REFORM BUT A REVOLUTION 
Gerhard L. Müller 

(Continued on next page) 
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comes to the substance of the doctrine, it must be 
stated that the authority of the Church did not make 
mistakes. Otherwise, one must argue that, for a 
thousand years, the Church has taught errors re-
garding the faith, when we know — and this is an 
essential element of doctrine — that the Church can 
not err in the transmission of salvation in the sacra-
ments. 
 
One should not confuse personal mistakes and the 
sins of people in the Church with errors in doctrine 
and the sacraments. Those who do this believe that 
the Church is only an organization comprised of men 
and deny the principle that Jesus himself founded 
His Church and protects her in the transmission of 
the faith and grace in the sacraments through the 
Holy Spirit. His Church is not a merely human organ-
ization: it is the body of Christ, where the infallibility 
of the Council and the Pope exists in precisely de-
scribed ways. All of the councils speak of the infalli-
bility of the Magisterium, in setting forth the Catholic 
faith. Amid today’s confusion, in many people this 
reality has been overturned: they believe the Pope is 
infallible when he speaks privately, but then when 

the Popes throughout history have set forth the 
Catholic faith, they say it is fallible. 
 
Of course, 500 years have passed. It’s no longer the 
time for polemics but for seeking reconciliation: but 
not at the expense of truth. One should not create 
confusion. While on the one hand, we must be able 
to grasp the effectiveness of the Holy Spirit in these 
other non-Catholic Christians who have good will, 
and who have not personally committed this sin of 
separation from the Church, on the other we cannot 
change history, and what happened 500 years ago. 
It’s one thing to want to have good relations with non
-Catholic Christians today, in order to bring us closer 
to a full communion with the Catholic hierarchy and 
with the acceptance of the Apostolic Tradition ac-
cording to Catholic doctrine. It’s quite another thing 
to misunderstand or falsify what happened 500 
years ago and the disastrous effect it had. An effect 
contrary to the will of God: “… that they may all be 
one; even as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, 
that they also may be in us, so that the world may 
believe that thou has sent me” (Jn 17:21). 
 

LifeSite News (Link) 
 

Revolution, Not Reform 
(Continued from previous page) 

O God, who dost correct 
what has gone astray and 
gatherest together what is 
scattered, and keepest 
what Thou hast gathered 
together, we beseech 
Thee in Thy mercy to pour 
down upon Christian peo-
ple the grace of union with 
Thee, that putting aside 
disunion and attaching 
themselves to the true 
shepherd of Thy Church, 
they may be able to render 
Thee due service. Through 
our Lord Jesus Christ, who 
livest and reignest with 
Thee in the unity of the 
Holy Ghost, God, world 
without end. Amen. 
 
-- Collect from the ancient 
Votive Mass for the Re-
moval of Schism (Link) 

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/cardinal-mueller-luthers-reform-was-against-the-holy-spirit
https://rorate-caeli.blogspot.com/2017/10/the-church-triumphs-over-luther.html#more
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BORN in Wales, educated at Oxford, Fellow of Oriel Col-
lege, 1495, Rector of Bleadon in the diocese of Wells, 
Prebendary of Salisbury Cathedral, and Vicar of St. Mary 
s, Redcliffe, Bristol, he held a plurality of benefices by 
licence of Leo X. He was in high repute, especially for a 
treatise against the heresies of Luther, and was recom-
mended to Henry VIII, then a zealous Catholic, by the 
university as “a chief and brilliant gem.” He was celebrat-
ed also as a preacher, notably for his sermon against Lat-
imer and for that against the Divorce, in which he de-
clared that for a king to put away his first wife and take a 
second without the dispensation of the Church was an 
open sin infecting the people as did King David with his 
adultery. This was his undoing. He was cast into Dorches-
ter gaol, and so cruelly fettered that he could not lie down. 
Removed to the Tower, he was condemned with B. Fisher 
and others in 1534 for refusing the oath, and was execut-
ed with BB. Abel and Fetherston and three apostate 
Zwinglian priests, Barnes, Gerard, and Jerome, July 30, 
1540. Against Barnes, in a pamphlet still extant, he de-
fended Catholics against the charge of disloyalty, and 
declared that sedition and rebellion were unknown in the 
ancient faith, but were the offspring of heresy alone. 
 
Let every soul be subject to higher powers, for there is no 
power but from God. ROM. xiii. I. 

Catholic Loyalty 
B Edward Powel, Pr, 1540 

Ten Battles Every Catholic Should Know 
By Michael D. Greaney 

 
Pre-Publication Orders! 
 
Ten Battles Every Catholic Should Know offers read-
ers balanced and objective, yet richly detailed ac-
counts of pivotal engagements—many little known in 
the West—in the centuries-long defense of Christen-
dom against militant Islam. Join military historian Mi-
chael D. Greaney as, in gripping prose, he describes 
the struggle, primarily on Christendom’s eastern bor-
ders, against the dreaded Ottoman Turks.  The ac-
counts of battles are enlivened and expanded with 
historical footnotes and introductions. Though less 
well known than the struggle to retake Spain and 
Southern France, the battlefields of Armenia and 
Eastern and Central Europe were just as crucial to 
preserve Christendom. 
 
TAN Books, 266 pp. ISBN: 978-1505110203 
 
It’s from TAN, so you know it’s good! 
 
(Amazon link) 

https://www.amazon.com/Battles-Every-Catholic-Should-Know/dp/1505110203/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1511369653&sr=1-1
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Red Star Over Bethlehem (Prologue: Vatican Letters) 
Michael Greaney 

his sins. If there be any man for whom these are not 

the main motives, it is idle to inquire what were his 

philosophical or historical or emotional reasons for 

joining the old religion; for he has not joined it at all.  

 

Truth, however, seems to be a commodity in short 

supply these days.  Nowhere is this more evident, or 

more regrettable, than in the Catholic Church.  

Scandalizing many, the institution that once attract-

ed converts of the caliber of John Henry Newman, 

Henry Edward Manning, Robert Hugh Benson, 

Ronald Arbuthnott Knox, and, yes, G.K. Chesterton, 

solely because it teaches the truth, seems bogged 

down in moral relativism and positivism, basing its 

doctrines on expedience and convenience. 

 

As a result, people today sometimes become Catho-

lic not because the Church teaches truth, but be-

cause they like the ritual or the music, or they can 

twist some aspect of Catholic teaching to support 

them in predetermined positions.  Thus, a capitalist 

who joins the Church because he thinks the individu-

al aspect of private property presented in Catholic 

social teaching is identical to capitalism remains a 

capitalist.  A socialist who joins the Church because 

he thinks the social aspect of private property is the 

same as socialism remains a socialist. 

 

Even more disheartening is the fact that moral rela-

tivism, which can be characterized as the triumph of 

bad faith over good reason, is not a recent develop-

ment.  It has plagued the Church from the moment 

of its founding. 

 

Nor was Chesterton unaware of this.  He knew that 

both the social and the religious teachings of the 

Catholic Church — the truth — were and remain un-

der constant assault.  There is treachery from within, 

and hatred from without, with the deadliest attacks 

coming from inside the Church. As he said, 

 

This error then had many forms; but especially, like 

nearly every error, it had two forms, a fiercer one 

which was outside the Church and attacking the 

Church, and a subtler one which was inside the 

Church and corrupting the Church. There has never 

been a time when the Church was not torn between 

that invasion and that treason.  

(Continued on next page) 

Asked repeatedly why he converted to Catholicism, 

Gilbert Keith Chesterton wrote an essay explaining, 

“Why I am a Catholic.”  As he said, evidently for the 

increasing numbers of people in the modern age 

who insist on missing the point, “The difficulty of ex-

plaining ‘why I am a Catholic’ is that there are ten 

thousand reasons all amounting to one reason: that 

Catholicism is true.”  

 

To this Chesterton sometimes added the equally 

important (to him) fact that the Catholic Church 

claims to do something about sin.  As he said, 

“When people ask me, or indeed anybody else, 

‘Why did you join the Church of Rome?’ the first es-

sential answer, if it is partly an elliptical answer, is 

‘To get rid of my sins’.”  

 

A moment’s reflection reveals that these are not re-

ally two different reasons, but the same reason ex-

pressed in two different ways — hence “elliptical.”  

Very broadly speaking, a sin is an offense against 

the truth, a lie (as it were) against nature and reality.  

It is therefore reasonable to conclude that Chester-

ton became a Catholic because he sought truth, and 

believed he had found it in the Catholic Church: 

 

As for the fundamental reasons for [someone joining 

the Catholic Church], there are only two that are re-

ally fundamental. One is that he believes it to be the 

solid objective truth, which is true whether he likes it 

or not; and the other that he seeks liberation from 
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lems. This was emphasized early in 2017 by an 

email exchange with a correspondent who has con-

nections at the Vatican, and who is familiar from the 

inside with much of what is going on in the Church at 

the highest levels. 

 

Two things prompted the exchange.  One was ob-

taining and reading a rare copy of Fulton J. Sheen’s 

book, Philosophies at War (1943).  The other was 

the receipt of the newsletter of a conservative Ameri-

can Catholic group that made statements contradict-

ing Sheen’s position.  Applying the analytical frame-

work of the Just Third Way made the contradictions 

more evident. 

 

“Just Third Way” is the term for a system proposed 

by the interfaith Center for Economic and Social Jus-

tice (CESJ), a think tank located in Arlington, Virgin-

ia, U.S.A.  Like Catholic social teaching based on 

human dignity and the sovereignty of the human 

person under God, the Just Third Way is a free mar-

ket system incorporating natural law principles.  It is 

intended to empower economically all individuals 

and families, a logical “third alternative” to the two 

predominant socio-economic paradigms today — 

capitalism and socialism. 

 

Empowerment would be achieved by means of de-

mocratizing access to the unique social tools of 

money and credit.  This would enable people without 

savings to purchase capital assets, whether land or 

technology,  that pay for themselves out of their own 

future profits.  After the acquisition debt is retired, 

the capital assets would provide consumption in-

come to meet individual and family needs such as 

food, clothing, shelter, education, and healthcare. 

 

Specifically, the first three emails in the exchange 

addressed the question whether the supernatural 

virtue of charity is part of the natural law. Surprising 

many, the brief answer is no. 

 

While both the natural law and the supernatural law 

share a common precept — good is to be done, evil 

avoided — supernatural law (faith, hope, and chari-

ty) fulfills and completes, it does not replace or abol-

ish, the natural law (prudence, temperance, forti-

tude, and justice). 

 

That is the bad news. The good news is that the 

Church has never stopped resisting the external 

threats and internal subversion. 

 

Popular media, however, in addition to well-placed 

and influential lay people and clergy, seemingly do 

everything in their power to spread the image of a 

declining or degenerate Church imploding, even self

-destructing.  They often make a very good thing 

financially, professionally, and socially of undermin-

ing truth. Nevertheless, the truth remains. 

 

Being created by and therefore based on the Ulti-

mate Reality — God Himself — truth is not subject 

to change or manipulation by any human agency, 

regardless how powerful or popular, or how useful or 

expedient the change appears to be.  Like God, 

Who is the Source of truth, truth is a unity, and as 

eternal as its Creator. 

 

The Catholic Church abides by eternal truth, and 

that is the secret of its success. 

 

. . . and the remedy against those enemies and trai-

tors who seek to destroy the Church or manipulate it 

for their own ends. 

 

For no one denies that the Catholic Church, in com-

mon with society itself, is under constant assault in 

the modern world. This is perhaps more obvious 

now than at any time in its history, or at least — 

thanks to modern communications and the failure of 

Catholic Academia — on a broader and more publi-

cized scale. 

 

There is more good news. Whatever the problem 

may be, identifying it and knowing how to counter it 

go a long way in reducing it to more manageable 

proportions. With the tools (or, if stronger words are 

desired, weapons) available today thanks to the 

popes and other social philosophers, moral relativ-

ism can potentially be relegated to a relatively minor 

annoyance or mental aberration instead of a collec-

tive global psychosis. 

 

Yes, there are serious problems in the Catholic 

Church. Paradoxically, one of the most serious is 

that no one seems to be able to agree on the prob-

Red Star  
(Continued from previous page) 
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 Does “Climate Change” Cause Hunger? 
Rev James V Schall,SJ  

Though I was born on a farm, I was raised in small-
town Iowa. Thus, I was never a farmer, though my 
grandfathers were. Several of my aunts, uncles, and 
cousins formed farming families. I remember seeing, 
due to mechanization, the size of farms that one 
family could handle pass in size from a quarter-
section, to half-section, often to a full section (640 
acres). The average size farm in the United States 
today is 416 acres, and 88 percent are family 
owned. A small farm is about 250 acres, a large one 
about 1400 acres and a very large one just over 
2,000 acres. Size no doubt will depend, along with 
the quality of the soil, on weather, on what is being 
grown or raised, wheat, corn, soybeans, vegetables, 
fruit, or cattle. 
 
Almost all of the houses, barns, and buildings on the 
farms that I knew have long since been torn down 
and the homestead plot turned back into farm land; 
or, when they were close enough to a town or city, 
they were subdivided into residences, businesses, 
or government buildings. Most of the fences are 
gone, as are the livestock and chickens in the barn-
yards. Hogs, poultry, and cattle are now often raised 
in highly concentrated areas. 
 
I bring this issue up because of a headline in 
L’Osservatore Romano’s English edition that said: 
“War and Climate Change Are Causes of Hun-
ger” (October 20, 2017). These words were con-
tained in an address that Pope Francis gave in 
Rome to the Food and Agricultural Organization 
(FAO) of the United Nations. Presumably, these two 
were not thought to be the only causes of hunger, 
but their emphasis seemed curious. Somehow, I had 
always associated hunger issues with farming. 
 
But if war is the cause of hunger, as it surely is at 
times, then the problem is not really a productivity or 
agricultural problem. If “climate change” is the prob-
lem, hunger is not really an economic or know-how 
problem unless one doggedly thinks climate change 
to be exclusively a human and not a natural/cosmic 
phenomenon. Many in fact think that some warming 
of the Earth would be favorable to increased growing 
seasons in many areas on the planet. It would thus 
make more, not less, food available. 
 
“Climate change” has deftly been substituted for the 
notorious “earth-warming” theory, the facts of which 

proved so difficult to sustain on the grounds of evi-
dence about whether warming was or was not actu-
ally happening. Thus, whether the temperature goes 
up or down, it is “climate change”; so we can have 
an ecological crisis with the temperature going either 
direction. In grammar school in Iowa in my day, 
much attention was given to the Ice Age, which had 
once covered the state and, in fact, was one of the 
reasons for the richness of its black soil. We left 
grammar school more concerned about freezing to 
death than of roasting in some future Iowa desert. 
 
In any case, C-Fact (November 8/9) reports that 
some African NGO’s want to exclude the United 
States from membership in the UN climate bureau-
cracy. Other conferences on this climate are current-
ly taking place in Dusseldorf and Bonn in Germany. 
If we look at the charts, the Earth has been getting 
warmer or cooler by itself as long as it has existed 
and long before man arrived on it. Thus far, no one 
has proposed moving the Sun slightly so that we 
might cool off, or perhaps freeze. Most of the contro-
versy about “climate change” has to do not with agri-
culture but with politics wherein some human agent, 
usually progress, population, or free markets, can be 
blamed and, as a cure, more power can politically be 
given to governments to control it. 
 
Contemporary concern about “climate change,” up 
or down, then justifies governments in their taking 
more and more control over what we supposedly 
must do to prevent starvation or exhaustion of re-
sources now and down the ages. It is at this point 
that ecology becomes quasi-theological. We sud-
denly find ourselves involved in the grim but presum-
ably noble enterprise of saving people centuries 
down the ages. This “mission” becomes the main 
task uniting a planetary people. 
 
The notion of a universal “right” to nourishment, 
however appealing at first sight, is no doubt a bigger 
justification for granting ever greater government 
control of a population than any other in modern 
times, including Marxism. Ecological tyranny, in the 
name of the common good, has come to be the real 
name of modernity. If everyone has the “right” to 
food, who obviously has the duty to provide it? From 
this thinking comes the question of how many of us 
there ought to be, what we can and cannot eat, 
grow, or foster. 
 

(Continued on next page) 
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Climate Change 
(Continued from previous page) 

One famous, or infamous, way to prevent starvation 

is to prevent more and more people from being born. 

Advocates of reducing world population to a manda-

tory two or three billion people abound. Some of 

these advocates (Paul Ehrlich) have actually been 

seen as lecturers at the Vatican in recent years. The 

alliance of population control and ecology/

environmentalism is not accidental. The purpose of 

man’s existence on this Earth is not just to keep him-

self and his kind going in some comfort as long as 

possible. But this has become the new eschatology 

where heaven becomes something to be achieved 

by man in this world. This view provides a substitute 

for the Christian notion of a transcendent end of man 

outside of time. It represents a peak of that humanist 

thinking that replaces basic elements of our Chris-

tian heritage. 

 

The world no doubt produces enough food for every-

one and in some abundance. One of the most re-

markable phenomena in recent decades is in fact 

the steady economic growth in almost every area of 

the world where factors that cause growth are al-

lowed to operate. Though often at the cost of mas-

sive abortions, the greatest reduction in hunger in 

human history has already taken place in south 

Asia. What remains to be accomplished has little to 

do with war or climate change. Wars of some sort 

will always be with us. The climate is changing up or 

down all the time whether we like it or not. Hunger is 

mainly a political and cultural phenomenon. 

 

What is needed is a willingness to let what we know 

and can develop about food production and distribu-

tion be put into practice in areas of most need. Not 

infrequently the reason that successful methods to 

reduce and eliminate hunger will not be employed 

arises more from religious and philosophic objec-

tions than from any inability to employ farming tech-

niques that work. But there is also the even greater 

danger that, on the principles of a “right” to food, the 

exercise of this “right” will prove to be the moral justi-

fication for complete political control of family, land, 

production, and the definitions of human needs. 

 

Crisis Magazine (Link) 

 

II. 
 
In the United States today, we have about 2.2 million 

farmers. Less than one percent of the population is 

responsible for providing food for over three hundred 

million Americans plus the vast numbers in other 

lands who benefit from the production of these 

farms. It almost seems miraculous. One might even 

maintain, counter-intuitively, that the sure sign of 

actual hunger is found when a country or an area 

still has most people farming. All the back to the land 

movements are admirable but they will never pro-

duce what is needed for existing populations to flour-

ish. But that does not mean that the Earth cannot 

provide for large and healthy populations. 

 

With things like urban farming, advances in grain 

biology, and even the food delivery systems of an 

Amazon, the whole picture of what we mean by 

farming and agriculture is changing. When we think 

of farming, we think of land, labor, and distribution, 

no doubt basic things. But at the heart of economics 

is really the human brain, the real key to wealth in 

the universe. What is so often left out of our calcula-

tions about hunger is the fact that we do not know 

what entrepreneurship, if it is allowed to function, 

can do to deal with hunger. The causes of much ag-

ricultural innovation were unknown a few decades 

ago. 

 

The cure to hunger is not the aborting of children on 

the grounds that they consume too much. This ap-

proach reduces the number of mouths to feed by 

reducing the number of brains available to find a bet-

ter way to deal with our problems. Population de-

cline and an aging citizenry is not a formula for solv-

ing any predicted hunger problem. 

 

Besides the importance of mind, what are also left 

out of calculations are the spiritual factors, the no-

tions of gift, sacrifice, and generosity. We see the 

value of such factors most clearly in cases of natural 

disasters, which bring out initiatives from unex-

pected places and persons to meet them. They can 

also, it must be added, bring out the worst: looting, 

hoarding, and selfishness. 

 

http://www.crisismagazine.com/2017/climate-change-cause-hunger
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A Response to Enemies of the Faith 
Anthony Esolen 

We would be far better off with people who had nev-
er heard of Jesus Christ, and who would therefore 
approach our faith with some humility and care, just 
as any ordinary thinking person would do, upon en-
countering a culture that was utterly foreign to him. 
Instead we are dealing with people whose brains are 
filled with scraps and rags of what used to be the 
faith, and who therefore think they know all about 
what they have never bothered to investigate at all. 
Worst among them are those who went to a Catholic 
school, as I did, and picked up a small bundle of 
moral laws, tarnished, bent, and broken, without any 
connection one to another, to the human good, or to 
the nature of God himself. As they see it, they are in 
the know. 
 
The danger that these people pose to our young 
people is severe, and not ever to be underestimated. 
We know, for example, that very few people are ever 
moved to accept the faith as a result of rational 
demonstration. Pascal understood this—Pascal with 
the relentlessly mathematical mind, who, as his sis-
ter writes of him, played with conic sections when he 
was a small boy. “When they do help some people,” 
says Pascal of the metaphysical proofs of God’s ex-
istence, “it is only at the moment when they see the 
demonstration. An hour later they are afraid of hav-
ing made a mistake.” And even when they assent to 
the validity of the proof, that is not sufficient; that is 
not the virtue of faith. Satan knows that God exists, 
and knows it to his burning rage and despair. 
 
But the converse of this truth is that people will lose 
their faith also not by rational demonstration, but by 
appeals to their feelings, by the powerful motion-in-
inertia of the crowd, and by such things as ridicule. 
For a good man can hold his head high in noble suf-
fering, and pride himself on his faithfulness; ridicule 
is harder to endure than the scourge. Ridicule rips 
the heart out of a young person. The young man 
who would bloody his knuckles in a fight for the faith 
may hang his head in shame when his friends laugh 
at him. The young woman who in a better time 
would inspire others with the nobility of her virtues 
and the purity of her love, will wilt like a flower in a 
dry land when her friends aim at her the barbs of 
false compassion for sinners and sentimental ap-
proval of their sin, letting her know without needing 

 

Charlie Brown and Linus are sitting on the floor, 
looking at something in a book and laughing. Lucy 
comes up to them and asks what they are laughing 
at. They show her, and she asks, “Why are you 
laughing at it?” 
 
“Because we don’t understand it,” they say. 
 
In old days, people among the intelligentsia who re-
jected the Christian faith were not entirely ignorant of 
what they were rejecting, even if they were usually 
also not deeply learned in Christian history, art, liter-
ature, philosophy, and theology. Sometimes they 
were learned, as was Henry Adams, who compared 
the cathedral to Our Lady at Chartres favorably to 
the “dynamo,” the most impressive invention on dis-
play at a great scientific exposition in Paris. Some-
times, like the sad and humane Matthew Arnold, 
they knew that the Christian faith had brought to the 
world the highest and noblest morality that man had 
ever found, and they wanted to preserve and even 
enhance that morality, if such a thing were conceiva-
ble, even while they could no longer accept the faith 
itself. Sometimes they were embittered enemies, like 
Nietzsche, who still understood, though in a mon-
strously distorted way, the grandeur of the God 
whose death they declared. 
 
None of that is true now. None of it. We must say it 
to ourselves over and over. The enemies of the faith 
are no more learned than are all too many of our 
fellow believers. One Ta-Nehisi Coates, a self-
described atheist, and a recipient of a popularly 
called “genius award” from the MacArthur Founda-
tion, caused something of a stir a year ago when he 
admitted, without embarrassment, not only that he 
had never read Saint Augustine, but that he had 
never even heard of him. The self-styled “new athe-
ists” do not read Thomas Aquinas, or John Henry 
Newman, or Etienne Gilson, or anybody, except per-
haps once in a while in snippets detached from the 
whole and misunderstood. It’s downhill from there, if 
you are talking even about college professors in the 
humanities, let alone professors in the usually hos-
tile social sciences, professors in other fields, school 
teachers, television personalities, journalists, and 
everybody with a computer and an account on social 
media. 
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to say it openly that she would be contemptible if 
she did not go along with them on their sweet LOL 
way to vanity and delight. 
 
How do we arm them, then, for the battle as it actu-
ally will be engaged? You do not send somebody 
into the field with bayonets when the enemy has 
hand grenades. You do not suit up with shoulder 
pads and a helmet for a basketball game. 
 
My readers here may have many suggestions, born 
from their own experience in the battle, and they are 
most welcome to make them public. I have one 
here—one among many, but I have time only to 
mention this one. I give it with some hesitation, be-
cause it makes all the difference whether we are ar-
guing with someone directly and not in public, or ra-
ther arguing publicly on behalf of one of our fellow 
Christians, or on behalf of the faith itself. It must also 
be done with some care, with some eloquence and 
poise, lest the weapon backfire. The suggestion is 
that stupidity and absurdity must be exposed as 
such. 
 
Let me illustrate. Someone says that we should not 
force our morality down people’s throats because of 
some “archaic sky-god” we believe in. Such a per-
son is massively ignorant. Christians do not believe 
in a “sky-god,” and indeed that is the very point of 
the first verse of Scripture: “In the beginning God 
created the heavens and the earth.” He created the 
heavens; the sacred author mentions the sun and 
the moon as mere instruments for bestowing light 
upon the earth, and not as divinities, and mentions 
the very stars as if they were afterthoughts. No 
Christian has ever believed that God dwelt in the 
sky. That sky may well be used as a feint, hardly 
even an image, of the “heaven of heavens” that is 
the presence of God; it is natural in man to do so. 
But God has placed his throne no more in the sky 
than in New Jersey, or rather he is infinitely present 
everywhere in his creation, in New Jersey no less 
than beyond the Milky Way. When Dante has as-
cended with Beatrice to the final sphere, the Empy-
rean, she is careful to say to him that this ring has 
no location but in the mind of God. All “where” and 
“when” spring from this place that is no place and 
this time that is no time, because it comprehends all 
place and all time. 

 
So we might train ourselves and our children to an-
swer back: “Tell us, since you know it so well, where 
in the New Testament the Father is said to dwell in a 
sky, or where Saint Augustine says that God is hov-
ering over our heads? Or tell us, since you know, 
what sky-god it was that Father Georges Lemaitre 
believed in? Do you not know who Father Lemaitre 
was? He was Einstein’s friend, and the first proposer 
of what we call the Big Bang theory. Did you not 
know this? About what other great fields of human 
thought and human culture do you deliver your sen-
tences of contempt, without knowing anything about 
them? Do you treat Chinese culture the same way, 
without knowing anything about it? Do you treat oth-
er human beings the same way, whom you have 
never met? Aren’t you ashamed of yourself?” 
 
Or I hear that the moral teachings of the Church are 
“archaic.” Not old and venerable, even, but archaic, 
like a horse and buggy, or windmills. What is meant, 
of course, is that the Church’s sexual teachings are 
archaic, because, well, people want what they want 
and don’t care too much how they get it. How to re-
spond? 
 
We might do so in this vein. “I was not aware that 
human nature had changed. When did it do that? Or 
is human nature different also from one place to an-
other? Does right turn into wrong and wrong turn 
into right when you cross a time zone? Does right 
turn into wrong and wrong turn into right when your 
odometer flips to 100,000, or when you tear off a 
certain month from your calendar? But assuming 
you are right, and we are now so enlightened in this 
particular feature of human life, where is this joyous 
wonderland you promise us? For surely new and 
improved morals must bring about joyous and won-
derful people. Where is this land of new and im-
proved wisdom, where joyous and wonderful people 
are all eager to marry, and do marry, and have plen-
ty of happy children, and have only words of appre-
ciation and gratitude for members of the other sex—
men for women and women for men, rather than just 
for the one not-so-bruised apple out of a bucket of 
stinkers? Where is all this joy? When was the last 
time you yourself expressed gratitude for the other 
sex, and admiration for their virtues, rather than just 
for the one you culled from among the brown and 
soft and wormy?” 

Response 
(Continued from previous page) 
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Magnetism, Animal and Mineral 
The Manufacturer and Builder, Vol 4, Issue 3, 1872 

gentleness, and never resort to cheap abuse. Keep 
the truth in mind, and then fight as well as you can. 
 
Professor Esolen is a teaching fellow and writer in 
residence at Thomas More College of the Liberal 
Arts, in Merrimack, New Hampshire. Dr. Esolen is a 
regular contributor to Crisis Magazine.  

Crisis Magazine (Link) 

Response 

 
We can’t all fight in this way. But some people, in 
some situations, can and should. We must be ready 
with a response, and we should keep in mind the 
whole rhetorical and spiritual situation. For the per-
son whom we show to be ignorant is not the only 
one in the picture. When in doubt, err on the side of 

Magnetism, in the ordinary acceptation of the term, 
is a force which induces bodies to manifest certain 
phenomena of attraction and repulsion. In its most 
powerful form it is confined to five metals; iron, nick-
el, cobalt, manganese, and chromium; many other 
metals, however show similar actions, and Coulomb 
proved that this force resides to a very weak degree 
in all bodies, with perhaps one single exception. 
 
The phenomena resulting from this force have been 
called mineral magnetism, in contradistinction from 
attractions and repulsions which it is asserted can 
be produced by living animal bodies by the mere 
power of their will, and therefore are called animal 
magnetism.  There is, however, this difference be-
tween the two classes of phenomena, that the first 
never fails to manifest itself to any one who fulfills 
the necessary conditions; therefore its existence is 
wholly beyond he shadow of a doubt; the latter, how-
ever, notwithstanding its asserted laws for more than 
a century have been the subject of an immense 
amount of labor, has so constantly filed to manifest 
itself to the scrutinous investigation of those who by 
their training are the sole competent judges of such 
matters, that it is rendered certain that the whole 
subject is a delusion, and that the belief in the as-
serted phenomena is solely confined to those who 
are totally deficient in scientific knowledge and train-
ing. 
 
The latter class of persons have, in the mean time, 
become more convinced of the reality of this so-
called animal magnetism. The principal cause of this 
is that in most all countries there are many who are 
ready to take advantage of any prejudice in the pop-
ular mind, and strengthen it for the purpose of mak-
ing money. We have only to point to the publications 

fostering this superstition, and to Mesmer, the Roch-
ester sisters, the Davenports, Foster, Home, and 
scores of others. For a few years past, the believers 
have adopted the argument that those who do not 
believe as they do are behind the age, being unac-
quainted with the phenomena they have seen, 
heard, and read about. Now, the fact is, that great 
numbers of the scientific unbelievers are such for 
the sole reason that they have investigated, and of-
ten laboriously, and have found nothing but decep-
tion or delusion; so that in reality the believers them-
selves are behind the age, not being aware of the 
shortcomings of their favorite so=called science, and 
a truly scientific point of view.  Even those who with-
out believing consider the subject worthy of further 
investigation are behind the age, as they are totally 
ignorant of the fact that these same investigations 
have been made over and over again, always with 
the same result., and often with a striking exposure 
of the most shameful trickery and deception.  The 
most curious phase in the mind of believers, howev-
er, is, when they have to confess to the deception, 
they will agree that the magnetizer, medium, or psy-
chologist under investigation is a deceiver, but in the 
next sentence will assert that there are plenty of oth-
ers who are no humbugs.  They like to save their 
faith in the supernatural, and cling with a grip of des-
pair to their delusions.  The philosophical cause of 
this lies in the fact that man in general loves his 
likings better than truth; that is, in matters of 
faith and belief, he does not ask what is true, but 
what he likes best. How often do we not hear this 
confession by the expression of many, when 
saying, “I do not like this or that doctrine,” or, “I 
do not like such belief.”  A fit answer for such a 
saying is this: “It is not the question as to what 
you like best, but as to what is true. 

http://www.crisismagazine.com/2017/engine-of-ridicule
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I find it difficult not to reflect on St Dominic’s docile 
humility in the service of Truth, in contrast to the ap-
pearance of humility exhibited by the Cathari 
“perfects” which the Dominican Order was formed to 
combat; these apostles of an alien religion dressed 
themselves in tatters, lived in poverty and a harsh 
ascetical life, and spoke of charity in a way which 
caused people to think that the Cathari represented 
living a truly Christian life. Wolves in sheep’s cloth-
ing, they cast the Catholic Hierarchy in the light of 
bloated parasites living off the backs of the faithful; 
hypocrites who cared not for the sheep but rather 
served themselves. While it is true that there have 
always been, and will always be, hierarchs who are 
guilty of this, the sins of some do not negate the 
truth of the whole. But they do scandalize (ie: cause 
people to apostatize from the faith). 
 
St Dominic’s chosen response to the inroads of the 
Cathari was to externally descend to the same level 
and to be more perfect in external asceticism than 
the Cathari perfecti, to combat them at their own lev-
el in the eyes of the people. He was successful in 
this endeavor because once the externals were 
equalized, Truth could be made manifest, and Truth 
could triumph on its own merits once prejudice was 
removed from the contest. 
 
So what invariably comes to mind is that humility 
does not reside in an appearance of poverty, or a 
rejection of the trappings of office, or even in the ap-
pearance of “smelling like the sheep.” Rather, humil-
ity consists in submitting to the Lord Jesus Christ in 
all things. For things alone are not the issue, Truth 
is. That is why there is an Order of Preachers. 
 
The Cathari gave the impression of great humility, 
but brought a culture of death and despair, and a 
resulting social chaos and breakdown. Conversely, 
St Dominic’s true humility and service to God helped 
restore social unity and peace: the quiet enjoyment 
of order. 
 
St Dominic’s humility led him to confront his oppo-
nents with dignity and equanimity, and wherever he 
went he inspired souls by his love and constancy.  
He never feared to debate his opponents, and let the 
gathered witnesses decide for themselves the 
weight of the arguments he put forth in the defense 
of Catholic Truth against the claims of the religion of 
the Cathari.   

Mark Gross, Editor 

The External Trappings of Humility Are Not the Same as Humility 

 

St Dominic—by Michael Dente  
available at  

http://www.stdominicsstore.com/ 
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Submissions to the Editor 
 
Readers are encouraged to contribute letters or arti-
cles, in particular presentations made at chapter meet-
ings.  We cannot guarantee that all will be published, 
and we reserve the right to edit submissions.  The pur-
pose of sharing submissions is to pass on relevant in-
formation and suggestions for proclaiming the Good 
News of the Gospel according to the charism of St. 
Dominic, and in accord with the Catechism of the Cath-
olic Church.   

Let us, then, not light the lamp by 
contemplation and action, only to put 
it under a bushel - that lamp, I mean, 
which is the enlightening word of 
knowledge - lest we be condemned 
for restricting by the letter the incom-
prehensible power of wisdom. Rather 
let us place it upon the lampstand of 
holy Church, on the heights of true 
contemplation, where it may kindle 
for all men the light of divine teach-
ing.      -St. Maximus the Confessor 

Mary, our mother 

And mother of the Redeemer, 

Gate of heaven and Star of the sea, 

Come to the aid of your people, 

Who have sinned, 

Yet also yearn to rise again! 

Come to the Church’s aid, 

Enlighten your devoted children, 

Strengthen the faithful throughout the world, 

Let those who have drifted  

Hear your call, 

And may they who live as prisoners of evil 

Be converted! 
Pope John Paul II 

So let us remain with Jesus, the eternal and 
incarnate Wisdom. Apart from him, there is 
nothing but aimless wandering, untruth and 
death. "I am the way, I am the truth, I am the 
life" (Jn. 14:6). Now let us see the effects of 
Wisdom in souls. 

The Love of Eternal Wisdom, St. Louis de Montfort 

“Frequently he made a special personal peti-

tion that God would deign to grant him a genu-

ine charity, effective in caring for and obtaining 

the salvation of men. For he believed that only 

then would he be truly a member of Christ, 

when he had given himself totally for the sal-

vation of men, just as the Lord Jesus, the Sav-

ior of all, had offered himself completely for 

our salvation. So, for this work, after a lengthy 

period of careful and provident planning, he 

founded the Order of Friars Preachers.” 

 

Libellus de principiis O.P. Office of Readings, Aug 8 
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